Customize the letters for your own unique quilt

The Zen Chic quilt pattern “YOU & ME” provides you with appliqué templates of the entire alphabet. This allows you to choose single letters and build your own words. You can create your very own quilt for your home, your sewing studio, for your best friend or as a unique wedding gift. Possibilities are endless. Think of word pairs like SEW & QUILT, <NAME> & <NAME>, LAUGH & LIVE, to name just a few.

Follow these steps:
Choose the letters for your desired word and print each individual letter on one page (printer dialog box: pages to print → current page). I recommend that you start with the option “actual size”.

Cut the paper templates out roughly and lay them onto your quilt so you can see the size of the complete word. You may need to enlarge or decrease the size of the letters to achieve the perfect look.
In this case choose the option “custom scale” and enter an appropriate percentage.